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THE dramatic collapse of the thrift industry in the United States during the 1980s has been variously characterized as a "crisis"\textsuperscript{1} a "debacle"\textsuperscript{2} and a "disaster."\textsuperscript{3} In fact, it was—and indeed continues to be—a slow, suffocating death that is still playing itself out, "such a stuffy death," as Yum Yum would say.\textsuperscript{4} It is an event that has preoccupied U.S. regulatory policy towards depository institutions throughout the past decade.\textsuperscript{5}


\textsuperscript{4} W.S. Gilbert & A. Sullivan, \textit{The Mikado}, Act 2.

The slow death of the thrift industry has prompted a number of responses from policymakers, ranging from shock and accusations to occasionally halting attempts at identifying the root causes of the crisis and fashioning constructive responses to the crisis. The most palpable result so far has been the enactment of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA). At this writing, it remains to be seen whether the FIRREA will bring about a positive transfiguration of the moribund thrift industry. Still, the task of the 1990-1991 Graduate Colloquium was to examine the circumstances leading to the collapse of the industry and to speculate about what was likely to follow in the post-FIRREA era. The views expressed by the Colloquium participants, and reproduced in the pages that follow, provide useful and often provocative approaches to that task.

Professor Carl Felsenfeld initiated the Colloquium with a thorough analysis of the historical and regulatory background against which the crisis unfolded. The picture that emerges from his analysis is that of an industry, and a group of regulators, that were to some extent trapped by their circumstances. Interim responses to an emerging crisis, each arguably reasonable in the context of its specific circumstances, ultimately proved inadequate as the crisis burgeoned. Professor Felsenfeld gives explicit attention to what has often been an underlying but unstated question: does the death of the thrift industry presage a similar fate for commercial banks? His answer is that it does not, but this conclusion is unlikely to appease the doomsayers among us.
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11. When compared with the history of the S&L crisis, the current situation of the commercial banking industry may prompt a sense of deja vu. Consider, for example, the following observations from the executive summary of a recent Treasury report on the need for modernization of the U.S. financial system:

[T]he competitiveness of the banking industry has been undercut by our failure to adapt our banking laws to the evolution of financial markets, which has brought vigorous new competition to markets traditionally served by banks. . . . Having lost traditional customers to new competitors, banks have increased their concentration on remaining customer segments. Weaker banks with virtually unlimited access to federally guaranteed funds have chased too few lending
The Graduate Colloquium has tried to include an interdisciplinary dimension to the consideration of the problem of S&L industry. Professor Lawrence White, a noted economist and formerly a member of the now defunct Federal Home Loan Bank Board, offered a compelling analysis of the problem, focusing upon the distortion of accounting principles in the practices of the industry. He urged the vindication of what we may call a truth-in-accounting approach as we emerge from the S&L debacle.

Professor White's view was underscored in the Colloquium presentation by Mr. Richard C. Breeden, Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission and a principal architect of the FIRREA. To the insights of economics, Mr. Breeden's presentation added a legal and policy dimension, and reached the conclusion that a fundamental realignment of federal policy was required, emphasizing the need for full and accurate public disclosure, in the regulation of depository institutions.

The death of the industry is apparent. What, then, of its resurrection opportunities, which has created problems for healthier banks: underpriced loans, narrowed spreads, eroded underwriting standards, and incentives to reach for riskier loans within the range of traditional bank activities. The result is diminished profitability, which has undercut the safety and soundness of the banking system.

Deposit insurance coverage has expanded well beyond its original purpose of protecting small unsophisticated depositors. This overextension of deposit insurance has dramatically increased taxpayer exposure. Overextended deposit insurance has removed market discipline that should have constrained the increased riskiness of weak banks. With expanded federal insurance and no risk of loss, depositors have been more than willing to supply funds to weaker banks engaged in activities that produce inadequate returns and excessive risk. With so little to lose, these weak, undercapitalized banks have had a perverse incentive to take excessive risk—the "moral hazard" problem—exposing the taxpayer to even greater losses.

Bank regulation and supervision helps provide a substitute for the market discipline removed by deposit insurance. But in the face of the problems discussed above, our fragmented and archaic regulatory system has not been successful in stemming the weakening of the banking industry. In recent years, banks have experienced record loan losses and failures that are rapidly depleting the deposit insurance fund.

The Bank Insurance Fund is at its lowest level in history as a percentage of insured deposits. It is projected to decline still further over the next two years. Without an infusion of funds, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation could face the problems that plagued the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation—too little cash, too many incentives for forbearance, and possible exposure for the taxpayer.
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and transfiguration? As I have noted elsewhere, the FIRREA identifies, even in its name,

the essential elements that stand in balance in the federal response to the crisis, and these elements are articulated in the explicit statutory purposes of FIRREA. At the center of this response is an effort to effect the recovery of the savings association sector [of the depository institutions industry], by “establish[ing] a new corporation, to be known as the Resolution Trust Corporation, to contain, manage and resolve failed savings associations” and by “provid[ing] funds from public and private sources to deal expeditiously with failed depository institutions.” In addition, the act is intended “[t]o put the Federal deposit insurance funds on a sound financial footing.”

However, FIRREA is not simply a “bailout” of failing depository institutions. It is evident from the structure of the act that “recovery” is counter-balanced by a prospective concern with reform of the system of federal regulation of depository institutions, and particularly of savings institutions, “[t]o promote, through regulatory reform, a safe and stable system of affordable housing finance.” Specific goals of regulatory reform in this regard are articulated by FIRREA. . . .

A final theme in the federal response to the thrift crisis concerns enforcement, a necessary aspect of any program aimed at the prospective reform of the depository institutions industry and the system of regulation applicable to it. Here the express statutory purposes are “[t]o strengthen the enforcement powers of Federal regulators of depository institutions” and “[t]o strengthen the civil sanctions and criminal penalties for defrauding or otherwise damaging depository institutions and their depositors.”

Has the FIRREA achieved, or is it likely to achieve, a transfiguration of the depository institutions industry through the application of recovery, reform and enforcement objectives? As is evident from the remaining presentations included in this Colloquium issue, the indications so far are decidedly mixed.

Professor Fred Case, coauthor of one of the most balanced analyses of the causes of the S&L crisis, has raised serious doubts about the efficacy of the process of “recovery” established by the FIRREA. He argues that the resolution procedures and policies adopted pursuant to FIRREA are impeding private market participation in the S&L recovery. This is a significant concern, for, as Professor Lissa Lamkin Broome points out in her presentation, private market solutions may

---
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provide an important element for achieving an effective transformation of the industry into a healthy and productive one. FIRREA has at least provided the statutory basis for one such solution, the acquisition (and positive transfiguration) of savings associations by bank holding companies. The regulatory reform element in the federal response to the S&L crisis was touched upon by virtually all the Colloquium participants, and particularly by Professor Felsenfeld, Professor White, and Mr. Breeden. An extremely important dimension from the perspective of state law and policy was added by the presentation of Ms. Jill Considine, then New York State Superintendent of Banks. Ms. Considine provided a critical reaction to the Treasury report on the need for modernization of the U.S. financial system that had just recently been released at the time of her presentation in February 1991. Contrary to the federalizing trend in depository institutions regulation evident in the report, she emphasized the importance of the states' role in reform and improvement of the depository institutions industry.

As to the enforcement aspect of the FIRREA, it is clear that the act embodies "a formidable array of expanded regulatory weapons against impermissible conduct on the part of depository institutions and institution-affiliated parties." However, the question remains whether this aspect of the FIRREA program will be effective in contributing to a positive transformation of the industry.

In his Colloquium presentation, Professor Bruce Green has raised compelling arguments questioning the sense and sensibility of criminal penalty provisions of FIRREA and of the overall criminal law response to the S&L crisis. In particular, Professor Green casts considerable doubt on the easy causal connection made, both by lawmakers and regulators, between "fraud" and the emergence of the S&L crisis. With respect to civil, or regulatory, enforcement responses to the crisis, Professor Lawrence Baxter has convincingly put into question the
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likely effectiveness of the expanded enforcement powers of the depository institutions regulators. Contrary to the received wisdom on the subject, he argues that courts may be unlikely to accord great deference to the enforcement activities of the regulators under FIRREA.

As has so consistently been the case in the history of U.S. bank regulation, regulatory reform efforts seem to materialize at the eleventh hour of crisis, or even later. Such has been the case with the S&L crisis and the transfiguration of depository institutions regulation that it prompted. In the current context, the response to the crisis may not have been sufficient or complete, and, as Professors Case, Green and Baxter suggest, the response may in fact be fundamentally flawed in one way or another. The progress of the effort for effective regulation of the depository institutions industry thus moves forward and backward according to the vagaries of history. It is hoped that the thoughtful contributions of the Colloquium participants will serve the positive purpose of focusing attention on important issues of regulatory reform and of moving future reform efforts in a forward direction.

35. See id. at S194.